
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

SQL offer checkup questionnaire. 
 
To determine the appropriate licensing requirements regarding Microsoft SQL Server 
2016, 2017 or 2019, you can choose from the options below. 
  

1. There are 2 licensing models available for Microsoft SQL*: 
Based on "Core licensing", with this you no longer need to purchase separate CAL 
licenses in addition to the Server licenses (intended for large organizations). 

 
2. Based on "Server/CAL licensing", where in addition to Server licenses, you also 

need to purchase the separate CAL licenses per user (or per device) (intended for 
small to medium-sized organizations). 
*Calculate from SQL 2016, 2017 and 2019 licenses! 

  
We would like to help you calculate the correct licensing for your SQL Server setup and 
therefore ask you to fill in the information below as accurately as possible! 
This will allow us to determine the correct number of licenses required and above all, 
which licensing model is ultimately correct for your situation and of course which licensing 
model can provide the greatest benefit. 
  

Please provide us with the following information: 
 

Is the new SQL environment running on a physical or virtual server:  ...............? 
 
How many users should have access:       ...............? 

 
How many devices do the above users work with:    ...............? 

 
Do any other devices need access, if so how many;    ...............? 
  

If the new SQL environment will run on a physical server please indicate: 
  

 Number of physical SQL servers:       ................? 
  

 Number of physical Processors per physical server:    ................? 
  

 Number of Cores per Processor:       ................? 
  

If the new SQL environment will run on a virtual server please specify: 
  

 Number of virtual SQL servers:       ................? 
  

 Number of virtual Processors per virtual server:     ................? 
  



 

 Number of virtual Cores per virtual Processor:     ................? 
  
We would like to receive the above information (including a situation sketch if necessary), 
so we can calculate and quote the right solution. 


